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 The study aims to determine an existing pattern of 

living (lifestyle) in Erbil city and its reflection on 

architecture and dwelling unit components. A case 

study methodology has been approached, and 30 

residential buildings have been selected to be analyzed 

in Erbil as the limit of the study. The buildings have 

been divided into three categories (Low, Mid, and 

High) based on the income of the families in the region 

of study. The observation and questionnaire methods 

have been conducted to reach the results. The 

observation factors were developed and have been 

applied to determine lifestyle patterns in Erbil city. A 

questionnaire has been developed to identify lifestyle 

patterns by asking people about their daily life 

patterns and how it was reflected in the architecture 
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design of their dwelling unit. The paper determined 

three lifestyles in Erbil city about the income groups 

that were reflected in the dwelling unit’s component 

(the existence of dining room and dining furniture) and 

the pattern of family living in terms of social relations 

within single-family and the neighbors. The study 

concluded that there is a strong relationship among 

family members and with the neighbors, and the 

lifestyle is remarkably influenced by the families’ 

income. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The lifestyle is different based on the culture, region, country, etc. Therefore, a 

building or a space with special importance can represent artifacts in the built 

environment for a group of people based on their social relationships to be part of 

their lifestyle. Lifestyle can be directly manifested in the built environment through 

the form and layout of the dwelling unit to reflect economic and social value (Tognoli, 

1987; Rapoport, 1969). Economic and cultural and social-political dimensions form 

undeniably the built environment. This indicates that the building, social and cultural 

principles have a wide and dynamic connection (Richardson, 1989). To understand 

the connection between people and the built environment, the relationship between 

human behavior and his culture in addition to physical environments needs to 

understand (Lang 1987). In other words, understanding the norms associated with 

the lifestyle. The study will focus on the relation with built environment by focusing 
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on interior architecture. Interior architecture is the combination of the art and science 

of the interior design and takes all elements of the structure into account (Coles and 

House, 2007). In terms of practice and philosophy, Interior architecture is a field that 

plays a significant role in the renovation and reconstruction of existing buildings and 

it is significantly affected by the lifestyle of the occupants. 

The paper is part of bigger study (master thesis) in interior architecture. The paper 

aims to evaluate the lifestyle factors for interior design in residential buildings in Erbil, 

to direct interior architects and designers on suitable design in the interior design as 

per the income of the family in Iraqi Kurdistan. The objectives of the study will be as 

follow; 1) Identifying the characteristic of the interior architecture inside residential 

buildings in Erbil-Kurdistan of Iraq based on the people lifestyle; 2) Evaluation of the 

performance of lifestyle in interior spaces of dwelling units in Erbil; 3) Finding the 

relationships in the lifestyle among different income families inside the dwelling units 

in Erbil.  The study area is in the Kurdistan region, which is a federated state situated 

within the Federal Republic of Iraq under the Iraqi Constitution, Article 62. It is 

situated in Iraq's north-east and Erbil is its capital. The study area was chosen because 

of the specific characteristics that make it distinctive, which consequently affects 

people's lifestyles. Kurdistan region is located among three big empires or cultures, 

namely; Arabic, Turkish, and Persian. By its position among Turkey, Iran, and the rest 

of Arabic Iraq, the Kurdistan Region of Iraq is holding a particular type through 

interrelation with all these cultural bodies (Meho, 1997). See figure ‘1’. 
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Figure 1. Northern Iraq (Kurdistan region of Iraq). Source: 

https://inmutualweirdness.com/practical-travel-info/practical-travel-information/kurdistan-

travel-info/maps-of-kurdistan/ 

 

1.1 The Concept of Lifestyle  

The word (Lifestyle) is generally mentioned in media and environmental and 

wellness researches. It seems like it is just life or way of life that is taken for 

granted. In Sociological view, Lifestyle means a person, a group, or a culture's 

interests, views, behavior, and acts (Kahle and Close, 2011). The issue with the 

lifestyle concept is that it is not specified at all or specified in several ways. Many 

(social) scholars use the lifestyle concept in order to explain how you live or want 

to lead your life (Pulkkinen & Kokko in 2000), which is related to a lifestyle. Some 

https://inmutualweirdness.com/practical-travel-info/practical-travel-information/kurdistan-travel-info/maps-of-kurdistan/
https://inmutualweirdness.com/practical-travel-info/practical-travel-information/kurdistan-travel-info/maps-of-kurdistan/
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others say that lifestyle is the number of factors associated with wellbeing (such as 

smoking, alcohol, drugs, fat, sugar, exercise) (Cockerham 2002; Bolt, 2002). Other 

scholars address the Lifestyle is the manifestation of a world consumption class 

(Connolly and Prothero 2003; Stoll-Kleemann et al. 2001).  

1.2 Factors Influencing Lifestyle 

The literature was surveyed to formulate initial factors for assessing lifestyle. 

Several studies have been done on lifestyle and have identified factors for their 

assessment. The study would concentrate on the types of the researches related 

to the area of the research such as urbanism and architecture. Lufkin et al., (2018) 

noted that in the future community the life quality depends largely on its design 

and programming so that the various populations can consider the 

required elements for developing lifestyles of their own. These components are 

based on six key dimensions which are; physical, psychological, social, spiritual, 

traditional, and technological. In more details and based on other researches by 

(Sidawi, 2008; Lufkin et al., 2018), they defined lifestyle as per the local traditions 

and the main principles which can be summarized as follows: 

- Physical aspects: the necessity to have a convenient room in terms of 

configuration, scale, area, dimension, shape, etc. 

- Psychological aspects: the need for space that offers comfort by using color, 

separation, type of connection with other indoor areas and connection to 

outdoor areas, etc. Spaces must give users a sense of privacy and safety. 
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- Social aspects: the people required the space to communicate with their 

family, relations, hosts, neighbors, and friends. 

-  Spiritual aspects: the necessity for a space to work out spiritually, praise, 

and lovemaking. also, a different way of describing lifestyle as to how a 

person is living and working and influencing other aspects, such as culture, 

community, and technology to provide a better life for human beings 

(Huang, 2011). 

- Traditional Dimension: it includes the way of selecting and spreading the 

furniture and most repetitive and preferable habits and activities according 

to the community's habits and tradition. 

- Technological Dimension: It involves the applied materials and 

technologies in the construction process in pre-occupancy periods, and the 

furniture or other technological tools that are using by the people in the post-

occupancy period, as shown in table ‘1’.  

Table 1. The lifestyle characteristics and the qualitative and quantitative measurement factors. 

(Developed by researcher). 

No

. 

Lifestyle 

characteristi

c 

Quantitative 

factors 

measureme

nts 

Measuremen

t tools 

Qualitative 

factors 

measureme

nts 

Measuremen

t tools 

Referenc

es 

1 Physical 

Dimension 

size, area, 

dimensions, 

shape, form 

Observation

s and direct 

measureme

nt, 

Comfortabl

e space 

Questionnai

re or 

interview 

(Sidawi, 

2008) 
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documentar

y analysis 

2 Psychologic

al 

Dimension 

1.Color, 

2.  

Isolation,  

3. Link with 

other 

internal 

spaces and 

4. Link with 

the outdoor 

spaces. 

 

Observation

s and direct 

measureme

nt, 

documentar

y analysis 

1. Feeling 

of 

relaxation 

2. Security 

and safety 

feelings 

Questionnai

re or 

interview 

(Sidawi, 

2008); 

(Lufkin 

et al., 

2018) 

3 Social 

Dimension 

1. Space for 

an 

individual 

to socialize 

1. with 

family, 

2. with 

relatives,  

3. with 

guests, and  

 4. with 

neighbors 

Observation

s and direct 

measureme

nt, 

documentar

y analysis 

Social and 

friendship 

feeling 

Questionnai

re or 

interview 

(Sidawi, 

2008), 

(Lufkin 

et al., 

2018) 
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4 Spiritual 

Dimension 

A space for 

spiritual 

practice, 

worship 

and 

adoration. 

Observation

s and direct 

measureme

nt, 

documentar

y analysis 

Spiritual 

feeling 

Questionnai

re or 

interview 

 

(Sidawi, 

2008) 

5 Traditional 

Dimension 

1.Furniture 

types 

2. The way 

of 

spreading 

the 

furniture. 

3. Daily 

repetitive 

habits/ 

activities of 

the family.  

 

 

Observation

s 

questionnair

e, and 

interview 

Satisfactory 

feeling 

Questionnai

re or 

interview 

 

(Huang, 

2011) 

6 Technology 

Dimension 

 

1. Physical 

building 

material 

technology 

(constructio

n material, 

furniture 

Observation

s 

questionnair

e, and 

interview 

Social 

strength or 

weakness 

feeling 

Questionnai

re or 

interview 

(Huang, 

2011) 
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materials, 

services). 

2. 

Accessibility 

technology 

(Social 

include 

media, 

telephone, 

and 

Physical, 

include 

automobile

s, bike, 

bicycles) 

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review has conducted several previous studies about the 

relationship between interior architecture and lifestyle to formulate the main 

outline of this study. Al-Homoud et al., (2010), have studied the effect of the 

change in lifestyle on the living buildings of the Bedouin in Northeastern Badia of 

Jordan, through applying six levels which are; density, tranquility, conviviality, 

elitism, social anchoring, and family friendliness. This study tried to investigate the 

lifestyle effects on the socio-spatial scale. The study specified a link between 

lifestyle changing and socio-spatial scale. Results also suggested that the 
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associated with privacy is positively connected with factors of lifestyle, like social 

role, adherence to the local society, family size, the role of the male in the family, 

which positively affected territorial control.  In another study, the effect of interior 

architecture on occupants’ feelings in terms of comfort in a residential space has 

been studied. The participation of ‘32’ occupants in a survey using virtual reality 

ambiances which contain different collections of interior design elements. The 

study has taken the affordance and satisfaction as a measure of the occupants 

feeling of comfort. The study demonstrated that the realized affordance of 

elements in interior design was affected positively by priming and concrete 

conducts in the inner space. In the same context, surfaces, materials, and colors 

have participated very weakly to clear feelings about the space by occupants (Lee 

et al., 2017). Rashdan (2016), is tried to explore the relation between smart design 

and sustainable lifestyle through interior design. This study has reviewed the 

theoretical notion behind smart design and sustainability, investigating the 

benefits of interior design solutions with smart technologies on a sustainable 

lifestyle. The study showed that involving smart technologies into interior design 

has a positive impact on sustainable lifestyle aspects in terms of environmental, 

economic, and socio-cultural levels. 

A study approached by Mahmoud (2014), inspect the factors that are predicted to 

be more effective positively in the relation between interior architectural design 

and the behavior of residents and buildings' users. The study found that the 

successful interior design for implementing the well-being depends on several 

dominant factors;   privacy, identity, accessibility, safety, functionality, flexibility, 
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interaction with the society, and provide a suitable inner space. Finally, the interior 

design judged by the design achievement based on the values, preferences, needs, 

and contentment of the occupants. A study about the welfare and well-being of 

occupants and its relationship with interior architecture through two main factors, 

namely; spatial size, and spatial form. The results of the study have shown the 

important association between spatial size (e.g. distance, depth, and height) and 

overall amenity level. It is also found that the spatial form (the ratio of width to 

depth, the ratio of height to the area, and the spatial volume) will affect the overall 

welfare considerably. The study concluded that spatial size and spatial shape have 

a significant influence on the amenity and welfare of the occupants (Lee and Wohn, 

2016). Different levels of relationship between interior architecture and human 

behavior or lifestyle have been studied each of which demonstrated several 

indicators or factors for evaluation as seen in table ‘2’. 

Table 2. The dimension and the indicators with the outcomes of the reviewed studies in literature. 
(Developed by Researcher). 

The dimension of 

the relationship 

between lifestyle 

and interior 

architecture 

Indicators or 

factors for 

evaluation 

The outcome References 

Socio-cultural 

dimension 

Density, 

tranquility, 

conviviality, 

elitism, social 

anchoring and 

The study concluded that 

the privacy is positively 

connected with factors of 

lifestyle, like social role, 

adherence to the local 

society, family size, and the 

(Al-Homoud 

et al., 2010) 
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family 

friendliness 

role of the male in the 

family, which positively 

affected territorial control. 

Comfort & 

efficiency 

dimension 

Affordance and 

satisfaction 

The study has showed that 

the realized affordance of 

elements in interior design 

was affected positively by 

priming and concrete 

conducts in the inner space, 

while, surfaces, materials, 

and colors have participated 

very weakly to clear feelings 

about the space by 

occupants. 

(Lee et al., 

2017) 

Sustainability & 

technology 

dimension 

The investigation 

of the benefits of 

interior design 

solutions with 

smart 

technologies 

The study found, the 

involving of smart 

technologies into interior 

design has a positive impact 

on sustainable lifestyle 

aspects in terms of 

environmental, economic, 

and socio-cultural levels. 

(Rashdan, 

2016) 

Psychological 

dimension 

Privacy, identity, 

accessibility, 

safety, 

functionality, 

flexibility, 

interaction with 

the society, and 

The interior architectural 

design should be judged by 

the design achievement 

based on the values, 

preferences, needs, and 

contentment of the 

occupants, in addition to 

giving valuable weight for 

(Mahmoud, 

2014) 
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provide a suitable 

inner space 

the indicators have 

mentioned in the study. 

Welfare and well-

being dimensions  

the spatial size 

(width, depth, 

and height) the 

spatial shape (the 

width-to-depth 

ratio, the height-

to-area ratio, and 

room shape)  

The study concluded that 

spatial size and spatial 

shape have significant 

influence on Amenity of 

occupant 

(Lee and 

Wohn, 2016) 

2.1 The significance of the study 

The research focuses on the connection between lifestyle and the income of the 

families in Erbil city in Kurdistan of Iraq. This research's importance stems from its 

cultural context that was not extensively studied in the region of study. This study 

is significant to help the professionals to influence the clients in their building 

design solution. 

2.2 The Problem of the study 

The lack of awareness about the relationship between lifestyle and family income 

led to having a low understanding of the effect of family income on interior 

architecture in terms of dwelling units’ components. According to the literature 

review, there is a lack of studies in the Kurdistan region of Iraq regarding the 

relationship between lifestyle and interior architecture. Furthermore, as has been 

demonstrated in the literature review, there are no enough types of research 
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regarding the effectiveness of the income on interior architecture and the lifestyle 

in the region of study.  Thus, when architects and interior designers get a 

comprehensive understanding of the income of the client they will delineate or 

perceive their lifestyle. This may let them be more aware of the optimum design 

process to achieve the families’ requirements in Erbil.  

2.3 The Questions of the Study 

The paper tries to answer the following main questions; How can we evaluate 

lifestyle in interior architecture in Erbil-Kurdistan of Iraq? And this is through the 

following sub-questions 1) What are lifestyle characteristics of dwelling units’ 

components based on the group income in Erbil- Kurdistan of Iraq? 2) What are 

the similarities and differences among lifestyle inside the residential buildings in 

Erbil-Kurdistan Region of Iraq based on the families’ income?  

3. METHODOLOGY 

To tackle the research questions and objectives, the study approached the 

qualitative and quantitative research methods. The following procedure has been 

applied to reach the research aims and objectives. These include; 

1) Review of the literature that relevant carried out by other researchers to gain a 

suggestion for improvement, in addition to searching key relevant books, journals, 

and credible net sources related to the field; 2) Field observation has been 

approached as part of the quantitative method; 3) Questionnaire has been 

developed as part of both quantitative and qualitative methods. Consequently, an 
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analysis of the previous elements have applied based on positive and negative 

correlation based on the cause and effect that been conducted.  

Therefore, a case study methodology is used for the implementation of this goal. 

Thirty houses have been selected in different sectors of Erbil, divided into three 

categories (Low-income, Mid-income, and High-income) based on the income of 

each family. According to the collected data from governmental authorities in the 

Kurdistan region of Iraq, Case studies have been selected based on High, mid, and 

low-income householders. Nearly 36% of households in Kurdistan region of Iraq 

have a monthly income of less than 500,000 Iraqi Dinars (IQD) per month, which 

are considered low-income householders; over 51% an average monthly income of 

500,000 – 1,000,000 IQD per month, and they considers as mid-income; and 13% 

of households earn over 1,000,000 IQD per month, and they are represented as 

high income, (IOM, 2018). See table ‘3’. 

Table 3. Average monthly income for Low, Mid, and High income householders in Iraq. (IOM, 
2018). 

No. Income level Average Monthly Household Income (IQD)* 

1 Low income Upto 500,000 Iraqi Dinars (IQD) 

2 Mid income 500,000 – 1,000,000 IQD 

3 High income 1,000,000 IQD  

*1 US$= 1,200 IQD 

3.1 Formulation of Measurable Factors of Lifestyle 
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Based on the literature review and the initial factors of lifestyle as shown in table 

‘1’. The most measurable factors in the region of study have been determined. The 

selected factors should be characterized by the possibility of either measure them 

through direct observation or assess them based on the feeling or opinion of the 

people. Moreover, the selected factors have been chosen based on their effect on 

the three main dimensions of sustainability (environmental, economic, and social).  

Therefore, based on this concept, the lifestyle factors that can be evaluated had 

been extracted from the literature as seen in table ‘4’. 

Table 4. The general Lifestyle factors that can be evaluated in the current study. (Developed by 

researcher). 

No Factors to be used in 

testing lifestyle 

Reason Dimensions or 

Levels 

Measurement 

tools 

1 size, area, 

dimensions, shape, 

form, and  Isolation, 

To understand 

the comfort 

level and the 

well-being 

condition for 

the residential 

buildings. Then 

to evaluate 

lifestyle grade  

Comfort and 

safety (physical 

& psychological 

levels) 

Observation, 

measurement, 

and 

documentary 

analysis 

2 1.Color,  

2. interior spaces 

(Links among 

internal spaces)- 

They are main 

factors to be 

studied in 

Social 

interrelations 

and friendship, 

plus satisfactory 

Observation, 

measurement, 

and 

documentary 
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How an individual is 

socializing with  

a. family, 

b. relatives,  

c. guests 

3. Furniture types 

4. The way of 

spreading the 

furniture. 

 

interior 

architecture 

feelings (Social 

& Traditional 

Levels) 

analysis, as 

well as 

questionnaire 

It is obvious that many indicators exist for determining lifestyle in the literature. 

However, the measurable indicators with respect to the study limits will be 

employed in the evaluating lifestyle in the study area, as will be seen in the next 

section.  

3.2 Study area and Case study Selection 

3.2.1 Study Area 

Erbil is an ancient city dated back to 6000 BC (Khalid, 2014) and located in the 

Kurdistan region of Iraq (Khalid, 2014). Newly, Erbil, as well as the Kurdistan region, 

has seen significant developments made to the extending of urbanization and 

growing in the housing sector (Amin and Muhy Al-din, 2018). The city has an area 

of 130 (square kilometer).  Erbil urban region has inhabitants of 1,026,000, making 
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it one of Iraq's biggest cities. Erbil is located in a plain region relatively, with a 

median height from the sea level of 426 meters (Fadhil, 2011). It is far by 88 

kilometers from Mosul, and 367 kilometers from Baghdad, the capital of Iraq. Erbil 

city has a geographical coordinate (36 ° 11′28′′N 44 ° 0′33′′E), and it is positioned 

in the eastern north of Iraq. (Saeed, 2003). See figure ‘2’. 

 

 

Figure 2. Location of Erbil in Iraq. (Khalid, 2014). 
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The average domestic size in KRI (Kurdistan Region of Iraq) is 5.1 members, 

according to the overall data. To understand the conditions of the family structure 

in Kurdistan of Iraq it is important to highlight some data regarding this. Around 

35% of the population is under the age of 15 years, almost 60% of the community 

is 15-65 years of age and 5% are over 65 years of age. The KRI family currently 

enjoys an acceptable standard of living, almost all of whom are fitted with the most 

common household appliances (television, furnace, and refrigerator). (KRI families 

are also equipped with the latest equipment). 3/4 of the families owned the house 

which they reside in, and have sanitation systems in public water (90%) and 

electricity networks. 87% of households have monthly incomes of less than 

1,000,000 Iraqis (approximately US$ 835). 50% of the KRI population aged 18-64 

years is employed in the public sector (IOM, 2018). 

3.2.1 The selection of Case study buildings 

Despite the difficulties to deal with the families and interfere in their private life 

and enter their houses, because of the conservative nature of the society in Erbil, 

and in Kurdistan of Iraq, the researcher has been able to select thirty houses as 

case study buildings in the current study. Ten houses from each income level have 

been selected from different places like (Qalan Chokhan, Ankawa, Wazeran, 

Andaziaran, Zanko, etc.) in Erbil city to be observed and analyzed. Figures ‘3’ show 

examples from each classified groups of houses for (Low, Mid, and High) incomes. 

Spatial configuration of the case studies has been analyzed through coding 

important spaces in the houses. The significant spaces was, kitchen (coded by ‘1’), 
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Family Lounge (Coded by ‘2’), Bedrooms (coded by ‘3’), and guest rooms (Coded 

by ‘4’). 

 

Figure 3. Three types of dwelling units in Erbil based on the family’s income. (Developed by 
Researcher). 

The obtained data demonstrated that 60% of the selected residential buildings (30 

houses) are row houses, 30 percent are semi-detached houses, and 10% of them 

are detached houses, while no any apartment has been selected because the study 

is focusing on the houses as a most prevailed type of residential buildings in 

Kurdistan of Iraq recently.  See figure ‘4’. 
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Figure 4. Type of residential buildings. (By researcher). 

In this context, ten houses of each category have been selected to be analyzed. The 

measurable factors for the evaluation lifestyle in Erbil, with the respect to the limits 

of the current study, have been identified, which are in comfort and safety 

dimension, and in the social dimension, as seen in table ‘5’. 

Table 5. The Lifestyle factors that can be evaluated by Observations and Questionnaire. (Developed 
by Researcher) 

No Factors to be used in 

testing lifestyle within 

current study 

Reason Dimensions or 

Levels 

Measurement 

tools 

1 size, area, dimensions, 

number of rooms, 

To understand 

the comfort 

level and the 

well-being 

condition for 

the residential 

Comfort and 

safety (physical & 

psychological 

levels) 

Observation, 

measurement, 

and 

documentary 

analysis 
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buildings. Then 

to evaluate 

lifestyle grade  

2 1. Interior spaces (Links 

among internal 

spaces)- How an 

individual is socializing 

with  

a. family, 

b. neighbors,  

c. inner zones 

 

They are main 

factors to be 

studied in 

interior 

architecture 

Social 

interrelations 

and friendship, 

plus satisfactory 

feelings (Social & 

Traditional 

Levels) 

Observation, 

measurement, 

and 

documentary 

analysis, as 

well as 

questionnaire 

   

Two main measurement tools have been used in the methodology of this study, 

namely; observation, and questionnaire. These ways have been conducted to 

assess lifestyle factors, as seen in table ‘5’. 

 

4. FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

As mentioned previously, the measurement tools were observations and 

questionnaires. To evaluate the lifestyle, the comfort and safety based on the 

observation and questionnaire have been applied, as see table ‘5’. This is through 

evaluating several factors, such as (Building’s area, number of bedrooms, and 

availability of dining room, guest room, as well as family Lounge) in the different 
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groups of the buildings. The results demonstrated that there are differences 

among the groups of the buildings that have been classified based on the 

householders’ income. The differences were in the area of the buildings and the 

number of bedrooms, in addition to the availability of dining rooms and guest 

rooms. See Table ‘6’. 

Table 6. The comparison among low, mid, high incomes buildings regarding the well-being and 
comfort in the buildings, based on the dwelling unit’s component. 

Case study 

buildings’ 

classification 

Range of 

Areas of 

Residential 

buildings 

for each 

group (m2) 

Range of 

the number 

of Bed 

Rooms 

Dinner 

Room 

availability 

(%) 

Guest 

Room 

availability 

(%) 

Family 

Lounge 

availability 

(%) 

Low- income  100-178 1-3 10% 70% 100% 

Mid- income 105-200 2-3 50% 100% 100% 

High- income 250-500 3-5 100% 100% 100% 

Table ‘5’ can help to understand the crucial inner spaces in the daily life of the 

families in Erbil, to be as guidance to recognize the relationship between inner 

spaces and lifestyle of the families. 

Another evaluation factor for the lifestyle was the social interrelation, and this has 

been evaluated based on interior spaces (Links among internal spaces). This part 

has been achieved based on spatial configuration analysis through coding 
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important spaces in the houses. The reason is that these specific spaces are helping 

in studying the social interaction and movement gravity for the families inside the 

houses. The spatial configuration is demonstrated in figure ‘3’. 

Spatial configuration in figure ‘3’, demonstrates the way of social living inside the 

houses, and how the people in Erbil as families are similar in their lifestyle 

regardless of the income or the grade of economic life. This is through the family 

lounge as connection inner space which collects the family and connects all the 

parts.  Furthermore, the questionnaire has been asked the occupants about the 

most important place inside their dwelling units, and the feedback demonstrated 

that the most preferred place inside the home was the lounge. 54% of the 

participants like to spend the most time in this place, while 23% liked to spend their 

time in the kitchen. In the same regards, 14 percent preferred to spend their time 

in their private rooms, whereas, 9% preferred guest room as the most favorite 

place. See figure ‘5’. 
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Figure 5. The most preferred place for the participants inside their houses. (By researcher). 

The social relationship with neighbors has been tested as another factor to 

evaluate lifestyle.  The relationship of people with their neighbors has been 

questioned directly to occupants based on the questionnaire form. See figure ‘6’. 

 

Figure 6. The relationship of the people with their neighbors. (By researcher). 

The results demonstrated that 50% of the people have good relationship with their 

neighbors, and another 50% have regular relationship with them. 

5. CONCLUSION  

The study determined many dimensions to identify lifestyle characteristics. 

Measurable factors for evaluating lifestyle in the interior architecture of Erbil 

houses have been determined based on the literature review. See figure ‘7’. 
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Figure 7. The main lifestyle evaluation factors. (Developed by researcher). 

 

These factors have been tested in three categories of houses in Erbil (Low, mid, 

and high- income houses). Selected categories of houses were made to find 

repetitive or similar factors in each category and compare it with other categories 

to reach the lifestyle characteristic in Erbil. The study concluded that there is a 

strong correlation among the family member in Erbil. This was approved through, 

the shaping of the houses in such a shape making the family lounge as the most 

important part of the home. There are good relations among the families in Erbil. 

This was approved through the questionnaire to test the relation of the families 

with their neighbors. Furthermore, the study found that the majority of the houses 

having quest rooms. Despite the less usage for guest rooms, compared with family 
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lounge rooms or private rooms, but the people spending at least the number of 

hours in the guest rooms per week. This indicates that there is a strong social 

relationship among families. The study found that in Erbil, as much as the income 

of the people increases, the habit to have bigger houses and more number of 

private rooms will increase. The people in Erbil are not very concentrated on the 

dining rooms in the houses, because not all the houses have these rooms. The 

reason is that people get used to taking their meals either in the kitchen or in the 

family lounge as an alternative. Hence, people with more income could have this 

type of room in their houses. The study concluded that the family lounge rooms 

are the most important part of their houses because they spend more time as a 

family in this part of the house. The study comes out with a result that the lifestyle 

is significantly affected by the income of the families. This was obvious through the 

change in the lifestyle of each group of selected families in Erbil based on their 

income.  
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 : پـوخـتـە

 رێولەھ یشار  ەل انیژ  یکانەواز ێش ەیوەنیدوز  ەل یەتیبر  ەیەوەنیژ ێتو مەئ یئامانج

 ەکەنیژ ێ. توبونێجەشتین یکانەکیە رەسەل یلارساز ەت یر ەگیکار  یرچاوکرتنەبەل شەمەئ

 شەمەئ ەکراو رێھول ەل بونێجەشتین ەیکیە ٣٠ رەس ەل ەوەنیکولێل كینز  یکەیەوێشەب

 بونێجەشتین یکانەکیە. تێبکر یار ید ەیەوەنیژ ێتو مەئ یسنور  ەیوەبو ئ ەنمون کوەو

. کانەوادەخان یداھات ەیر ێگوە( برزەب ند،ەئاست )نزم، ناو یس رەسەکراون ل شەداب

 ەوەوربونێل یکانەر ە. فاکتەکەوەنیژ ێتو یکانەنجامەئ ەب شتنەیبو گ ەکراوەئاماد كیەراپرس

 ەکیە. راپرسرێھول یشار  ەل انیژ  یکانەواز یش ەیوەنیبو دوز  نراونێکارھەوب دراونێپەر ەپ

 کانەوادەخان ەل ارکردنیپرس ەیگێر ەل انیژ  یکانەواز ێش ەیوەنیبو دوز  ەدراوێپەر ەپ

 انیژ  یواز ێش یس ەکەوەنیژ ێ. توانیانیژ  رەسەل انیبونێجەشتین ەیکیە یر ەگیوکار 

 ەیکیە رەسەل یر ەگیداھات وکار  یئاست رەس ەل رێولەھ یشار  ەل کاتەدیار ید

 ھاەروەخواردن وھ یلەلوپەخواردن وک یژور  یبونەھ یر ەگەئەب شەمەئ بونێجەشتین

 یناو خود ەل زانێخ یکانەندامەئ یکانیەندەوەیپ ەیر ێگو ەب ەکەزانیخ یانیژ  یواز یش

 ەک خاتەردەد ەوەئ ەکەوەنیژ ێ. تویر ەوروبەد یلگاەکوم ناوەل ھاەروەوھ ەکەزانێخ

 ھاەروەوھ یر ەوربەد یلگاەموکو زانێخ یکانەندمەئ وانینەل ەیەھ زێھەب ەکیەندەوەیپ

 زانێخ یداھات ەیر ێگو ەب انیژ  یواز ێش رەسەل ەیەزور ھ یر ەگیکار  ەک خاتەردەد شەوەئ

  :الملخص .

هدف الدراسة إلى تحديد نمط المعيشة الحالي )نمط الحياة( في مدينة أربيل ت

وانعكاسه على العمارة ومكونات الوحدة السكنية. تم الاقتراب من منهجية دراسة الحالة ، 

مبنى سكني لتحليلها في أربيل كحد للدراسة. تم تقسيم المباني إلى ثلاث  30وتم اختيار 
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لية( حسب دخل الأسرة في منطقة الدراسة. تم تنفيذ طرق فئات )منخفضة ومتوسطة وعا

المراقبة والاستبيان للوصول إلى النتائج. تم تطوير عوامل المراقبة وتم تطبيقها لتحديد 

أنماط الحياة في مدينة أربيل. تم تطوير استبيان لتحديد أنماط الحياة عن طريق سؤال 

ك في التصميم المعماري لوحدة الناس عن أنماط حياتهم اليومية وكيف انعكس ذل

ثلاثة أنماط حياة في مدينة أربيل حول فئات الدخل التي انعكست  الدراسةسكنهم. حددت 

في مكون الوحدة السكنية )وجود غرفة طعام وأثاث لتناول الطعام( ونمط الحياة الأسرية 

من حيث العلاقات الاجتماعية داخل الأسرة الواحدة والجيران. ربطت الدراسة أن هناك 

 ن ، ويتأثر نمط الحياة بشكل ملحوظ بدخل العائلاتعلاقة قوية بين أفراد الأسرة ومع الجيرا


